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CARACAS: Zacary Egea works two jobs as a motorcy-
cle taxi driver and courier in economically crippled
Venezuela. In his downtime, the 32-year-old plays an
online game to earn extra money by amassing so-called
non-fungible tokens, or NFTs. Egea is one of many
Venezuelans to have turned to NFT gaming to augment
their income as the country confronts its eighth year of
recession and fourth of hyperinflation.

NFTs are one-of-a-kind digital collectibles, each with
a certificate of authenticity created by the same
blockchain technology that underlies cryptocurrency. It
cannot be forged or otherwise manipulated.

Egea plays the game Plant vs Undead, in which plants
“grown” in an online garden battle zombie-like monsters.
Players invest time in “watering” and otherwise caring for
their plants-purchased with cryptocurrency. Each plant is
an NFT that can be sold for real-world money.

The former policeman made an initial investment of
$300 earned through his more traditional jobs. “What do
I want to achieve with this? To save up for a house for my
family,” said Egea, who shares an apartment with his
mother in a poor Caracas suburb.

“It is a long-term project,” he said. Sunflower and

cabbages.  Before starting, Egea opened a digital “wallet”
with which to transfer his gains into real money. He spent
some money on upgrading his computer, then bought a
digital sunflower and some cabbages for $80. These he
will farm until he can sell them to buy a digital tree, which,
when mature, will be worth as much as $2,000. In a
notepad, Egea keeps a meticulous record of his farming
activities and NFT price movements. “At 6:00 am, I get
up for the game. During work hours, while waiting (for a
client), I water the plants, check that there aren’t any
crows” to eat them, he explained.

One night, he said, he awoke in a panic that his plants
had died. “I got up and connected (to the gaming site),
but everything was fine,” he laughed.

Enough to support a family 
Plants vs Undead is currently the 18th most-visited

website in Venezuela, according to Amazon’s Alexa
index. In 35th place is Axie Infinity, another NFT game
that works on a similar principle but requires a higher
initial investment of about $1,000.  “These gaming plat-
forms in which participants can earn money have
become, in hyperinflationary countries such as

Venezuela, options for generating additional income...
(by) playing for an hour, three, four a day,” said
Venezuelan economist Aaron Olmos. In this alternative
economy, NFTs tend to start off at a relatively afford-
able price that grows at an attractive rate as more and
more people get involved, he said, but warned the price
can also drop and investments be lost.

One form of gaming that has gained in popularity is an
investor paying someone else, often a teenager, to play
on their behalf, generating income for a fee. Axie Infinity,
for example, can yield $400 or $500 a month for the
hired player, enough “to support a family,” said Yerson
Rivero, a crypto-investor and NFT gamer. In Venezuela,
the minimum wage for public service is $2.5 per month
and the average salary about $50, while a basket of basic
groceries for a family of five costs about $220.

Rivero and a group of friends “farm” out of a tiny
office in the back of a mechanical workshop, where they
water virtual plants day in, day out. “Cryptocurrency is
the future,” said Jesus Almerida, one of the group. “I’ve
decided that as soon as I have enough capital, I will... cre-
ate a crypto wallet for each of my children... to pay for
their university.” — AFP 

Cyber ‘farming’ to boost income in 
economically-crippled Venezuela

Non-fungible tokens are one-of-a-kind digital collectibles

CARACAS: Zacary Egea, a former member of the
Bolivarian National Police, shows his mobile while
checking the status of his plant while playing the Plant
Vs Undead video game in the Cuaricuao neighborhood
in the Libertador municipality of Caracas.— AFP

UK ‘confident’ of 
fixing carbon 
dioxide shortage
LONDON: Britain is “confident” that it will fix a
shortage of captured carbon dioxide gas that has
sparked renewed food supply concerns, Business
Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng said yesterday. Two UK
fertilizer plants accounting for up to 60 percent of
Britain’s CO2 supply-which is vital for the food indus-
try-shut last week due to spiking natural gas costs.

Kwarteng told British media that he has held urgent
talks with CF Industries Holdings, which runs the
biggest of the two facilities.

The CO2 shortage has triggered warnings of fur-
ther pressure on food supplies, which are already hit
by insufficient numbers of lorry drivers. “We’re defi-
nitely looking at trying to secure carbon dioxide sup-
ply,” Kwarteng told Sky News yesterday. “I hope we
have a very clear plan to get CO2 production going
again. “I’m very confident and hopeful that we can sort
it out by the end of the week.” CO2 is used in abattoirs
to stun animals before they are killed for their meat. It
is also used to carbonate beer and soda, while frozen
CO2 or dry ice keeps food fresh during transit. CF
Industries boss Tony Will flew back into Britain on
Sunday to hold urgent talks with the government.

“He said the problem he had was that the natural
gas price is much higher than the ammonia which he
sells,” Kwarteng added. “So essentially what happened
last week was that the plant downed tools.

“And I said of course we’ve got to manufacture this
CO2. And that’s what we’re talking about this week.”
Speaking to BBC radio, Kwarteng said he would
examine “every solution” to restart CO2 production.
Asked if Britain would subsidize CF Industries, he

replied that the government was “looking at different
ways in which we can provide support”.

The government had insisted Monday that Britain
would avoid a winter gas supply emergency, as soar-
ing gas prices also threaten domestic energy providers
and household bills-and the broader manufacturing
sector. British Steel told AFP on Tuesday that it would
maintain normal output but urged intervention both
from the government and energy regulator Ofgem.
“Power prices are spiraling out of control and repre-
sent one of the biggest challenges facing our busi-
ness,” said a spokesman.

“We are maintaining production at normal levels
but huge extra costs like these cannot simply be
absorbed or ignored. The UK government and Ofgem
must act now.” 

Borrowing
UK government borrowing fell in August but

remains elevated due to costly COVID support meas-
ures, official data showed yesterday. Public sector net
borrowing, the state’s preferred measure of the deficit,
slid to £20.5 billion ($28 billion, 24 billion euros) last
month, the Office for National Statistics said. That was
however the second highest level for the month since
records began, after £26 billion in August last year.

The government’s finances have been plagued by
emergency COVID-19 measures, in particular a fur-
lough scheme which paid the bulk of private sector
wages for millions of UK workers but ends later this
month. The ONS also revealed yesterday that the
annual deficit had ballooned by more than expected.
Emergency pandemic support pushed borrowing to
£325.1 billion in the financial year to March, up from
the prior estimate of £298 billion. The revised figure
was equivalent to 15.5 percent of gross domestic
product. That was the highest level since the end of
World War II in 1945, when it stood at 22.4 percent.

The ONS added that this revision was due to write-
offs of state-backed emergency loans during the pan-
demic. —AFP

US Democrats 
unveil plans to 
suspend debt limit
WASHINGTON: Democratic congressional leaders on
Monday unveiled plans to suspend the nation’s borrow-
ing limit, following a White House warning of “economic
catastrophe” unless that ceiling is raised. The legislation
also would fund the government through the end of the
year after the current budget lapses on September 30.
But the fate of the plan is unclear since Republicans
have vowed to withhold support for raising the debt
ceiling, which is needed to fund spending already
approved by lawmakers, including the massive rescue
packages rolled out during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“The American people expect our Republican col-
leagues to live up to their responsibilities and make
good on the debts they proudly helped incur,”
Democratic Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer
and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said in a joint state-
ment. They warned that “a reckless Republican-forced
default could plunge the country into a recession.”

Democrats have the majority in both houses of
Congress, but the slim margin in the Senate means they
will need some Republican support to push it through,
since a single Senator can block any legislation that has
less than 60 votes. The measure would suspend the
debt limit through December 2022 — after the midterm
congressional elections.

It also would keep the government running through
the end of the year while legislators continue to debate
two massive spending bills-an eight-year, $1.2 trillion
infrastructure package and a 10-year, $3.5 trillion pack-
age with a host of social programs, largely paid for by
rolling back tax cuts.

Schumer and Pelosi said the measure unveiled
Monday would avoid “an unnecessary government
shutdown,” and called it “must-pass legislation.” It will
also include funds for disaster relief and Afghan evacuee
resettlement, with the White House asking for $20 bil-
lion for hurricane and wildfire aid and $6 billion for tens
of thousands of Afghan refugees. “We look forward to
passing this crucial legislation with bipartisan support
through both chambers and sending to the president’s
desk in the coming weeks,” they said. But Republican
Senate leader Mitch McConnell once again said
Democrats should go it alone.

“They just want bipartisan cover so they can pivot as
fast as possible to ramming through an historically reck-
less taxing and spending spree on a pure party-line
vote,” he said on Twitter. That is a stark contrast from
his position in 2019, when Republican Donald Trump
was president and McConnell argued that failing to
raise the borrowing cap “would be a disaster.”

‘Shame, shame’ 
Schumer called McConnell’s current stance “crass,

craven.” “Shame, shame on the Republican Leader,” he
said in comments on the Senate floor. After pushing for
tax cuts, pandemic spending and previous increases in
the debt ceiling “what Republicans are doing is nothing
short of a dine-and-dash of historic proportions.” US
Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen has warned that with-
out an increase the government will run out of cash to
fund operations and pay its debts sometime in October.

Failing to raise the debt limit “would produce wide-
spread economic catastrophe” and “compound the
damage of the continuing public health emergency,” she
said in a column Monday in The Wall Street Journal. The
debt ceiling has been raised about 80 times since the
1960s, but the issue has frequently been a political foot-
ball in polarized Washington, with Republicans engag-
ing in brinksmanship multiple times during the adminis-
tration of Democrat Barack Obama.

In the aftermath of that conflict in 2011, the United
States lost its coveted “AAA” debt rating from Standard
and Poor’s. That sent shock waves through the markets.

But under Trump, Democrats supported Republican
efforts to suspend the debt limit for two years. The ceil-
ing was reinstated on August 1 with debt at $28.4 tril-
lion, and the Treasury is already shuffling government
funds around to continuing paying the bills.

Extraordinary measures 
Yellen, who had a phone call with McConnell last

week, said even waiting until the last minute could cause
a cascade of financial disasters including rising borrow-
ing rates and 50 million seniors missing their govern-
ment payments. The Bookings Institution said the 2011
debt limit showdown raised Treasury borrowing costs
by $1.3 billion, and in the 2013 impasse-when Congress
waited until the last minute to raise the debt ceiling-
investors dumped Treasury securities, and “those
effects ripple throughout financial markets.”

Treasury already has begun taking what it calls
extraordinary measures to keep from breaching the cap
on borrowing, but the steps will become increasingly
stringent as the drop dead date approaches. These
include not investing in savings plans and retirement
funds for government employees. - AFP 

LONDON: (Left to right) Britain’s Business Secretary Kwasi Kwarteng, Britain’s Home Secretary Priti Patel,
Britain’s Housing Secretary Michael Gove, Britain’s Justice Secretary and deputy Prime Minister Dominic Raab
and Britain’s Foreign Secretary Liz Truss attend the first post-reshuffle cabinet meeting in Downing street, cen-
tral London.-AFP

Evergrande-driven 
rout ends, global
stocks rebound
NEW YORK: US and European equities rebounded
yesterday after fears over the possible collapse of
Chinese property giant Evergrande sparked a rout
across global markets. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average, the tech-heavy Nasdaq and the S&P 500
were all around 0.4 percent higher in early trading as
Wall Street opened.

In Europe, London stocks advanced 1.1 percent,
while Frankfurt and Paris each won 1.4 percent in
afternoon trading. Major European markets had fallen
between around one and two percent Monday, similar
to drops seen on Wall Street. The picture was mixed in
Asia yesterday, with Hong Kong closing up 0.5 per-
cent, while Tokyo slumped 2.2 percent and Shanghai
was closed for a Chinese public holiday. “The early
contention is that yesterday’s reported angst that a
debt default by China’s Evergrande could trigger sys-
temic risk has been tempered,” said Briefing.com ana-
lyst Patrick O’Hare. “Helping in this regard are many
pundits suggesting Evergrande is not a ‘Lehman
moment’ and reports that Evergrande’s Chairman said
the property developer plans to fulfil its responsibili-
ties,” O’Hare said, referring to the collapse of the Wall
Street giant firm during the 2008 financial crisis.

Evergrande founder Xu Jiayin said in a letter to
staff that he “firmly believes Evergrande will be able to

step out of the darkest moment soon.” On the corpo-
rate front, shares in Universal Music, the world’s
biggest label with a lineup of megastars from The
Beatles to Taylor Swift, surged on its stock market
debut, giving the company a valuation exceeding $50
billion. ThinkMarkets analyst Fawad Razaqzada said
sentiment also improved after Washington announced
that it will lift COVID travel bans on all air passengers
in November if they are fully vaccinated and undergo
testing and contact tracing.

The news boosted the travel sector. “The better
mood is a reflection of optimism about travel returning
to some form of normalcy after the United States
announced it will allow fully vaccinated people to trav-
el to the US,” Razaqzada said. Markets are also jug-
gling an expected tightening of US monetary policy,
rising COVID infections, a slowing global recovery,
elevated inflation and a brewing energy crunch.

The OECD yesterday warned of an “uneven” glob-
al economic recovery as it lowered its 2021 growth
forecasts for the world and the United States while
raising the outlook for Europe. In Asia trading, Hong
Kong-listed real estate firms-which took the brunt of
the selling on Monday, tanking more than 10 percent-
eked out gains. But Evergrande, which has fallen more
than 80 percent this year alone, ended further in neg-
ative territory. Attention is on what happens next in
the Evergrande saga, with the firm-wallowing in debts
of more than $300 billion-due to pay interest to
bondholders on two notes tomorrow. Focus this week
is also on the Fed’s latest policy meeting, with
observers predicting it will set out its timetable for
tapering the vast bond-buying monetary easing pro-
gram that has been a key driver of a global recovery
for more than a year. —AFP

German climate 
group takes BMW, 
Daimler to court
FRANKFURT: A German environmental group yes-
terday said it was suing car giants BMW and Daimler
to force them to reduce emissions faster, following
recent court victories for climate activists.

The NGO Environmental Action Germany (DUH)
submitted applications to courts in Stuttgart and
Munich on Monday evening, arguing the carmakers
need to set themselves more ambitious climate goals,
including ending the sale of fossil-fuel cars by 2030.
While the manufacturers have announced plans to
transition away from petrol and diesel vehicles, the
plaintiffs argue their strategies are insufficient to meet
global targets.

The companies were “torpedoing climate protec-
tion and the Paris agreement with highly polluting
vehicles,” DUH vice-president Barbara Metz said in a
statement. In early September, DUH and Greenpeace
sent letters to the two carmakers, as well as

Volkswagen and gas company Wintershall asking them
to commit to more ambitious targets for reducing car-
bon emissions.

BMW and Mercedes-Benz maker Daimler declined
to sign up to the climate organizations’ proposals,
according to DUH. Volkswagen has until the end of
October to respond to Greenpeace.

Daimler said in a statement yesterday that it has
“clearly accepted the targets in the Paris climate
agreement and the need for decarbonization in the
auto industry.”

The case is the first of its kind in Germany and
bases itself on a landmark verdict by German’s consti-
tutional court in April. In a surprise ruling, the court
found that Germany’s plans to curb CO2 emissions
were insufficient to meet the targets of the Paris cli-
mate agreement and placed an unfair burden on future
generations. Chancellor Angela Merkel’s government
responded by bringing forward its date for carbon
neutrality by five years to 2045, and raised its 2030
target for greenhouse gas reductions.

The decision implied there is a “basic right to cli-
mate protection,” DUH lawyer Remo Klinger said in a
statement. In a separate action, DUH also supported
legal action against five German states earlier this
month over their alleged failure to legislate appropri-
ately in response to climate change. —AFP

WASHINGTON: In this file photo, US Treasury Secretary
Janet Yellen speaks during the daily press briefing in
the Brady Briefing Room of the White House in
Washington, DC. — AFP


